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THE WORMWOOD REVIEW

THE RIVAL POET

The column of your book titles, 
that always introduces your latest, 
unsettles me.
It is longer than the name 
of an Italian countess, longer 
than this poem will probably be.
My own production, thimble of words, 
could be etched on the head of a pin 
and there would still be room for 
The Lord's Prayer, the Magna Carta, etc.
And it's not just the amount.
I read you like a catechism 
and afterward the typewriter
under my fingers feels like a complicated stone. 
No matter.
In my revenge daydream, I am the one 
poised high on the marble stairs 
above the glittering ballroom.
The butler announces me 
and the Countess Maria Teresa 
Isabella Veronica Multalira 
Eleganza de Bella Ferrari.
You are the one fidgeting below 
with some local Cathy 
hanging all over you.
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INFERNO

Like the wife who leaves the iron on 
and makes her husband turn the car around 
I awake and realize I have left a cigarette 
burning in my dream.
Over breakfast I can smell the fumes 
of the four-alarmer as it rages through 
my subconscious,
sweeping down its paper tunnels, 
consuming every cellophane maze and castle.
The enormous appetite of fire that ate Rome 
and the library at Alexandria
is devouring the catacombs of my deepest city 
where boogeymen grope in the smoke
and swallowing the volumes of childhood's 
dreads and lusts lined up on the once 
dark shelves.
No engine company can respond, no hose 
is long enough to reach those twisting corridors 
and dungeons full of hay where nightmares 
are chained,
to reach the great underground zoo 
full of colorful wild-eyed beasts 
whose choking I can almost hear.
In the future, sleep will be blank as a blackboard 
in mid-summer,
a wide, pale, empty stage, devoid of sharks, 
uncles and blimps, all the fantastic nonsense 
of dreams
for heat is building up fast near the refineries 
of sex
and the vast munition dumps of fear.

SCHOOLSVILLE

Taking a long look over my shoulder, I realize 
that the number of students I have taught 
is enough to populate a small town.
I can see it nestled in a paper landscape, 
chalk dust flurrying down in winter.
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The residents age but never graduate.
The wives push baby carriages full of books.
The men carry their notes in lunchpails.
On summer afternoons the old folk gather
on park benches to sweat the final,
and Saturday morning a group forms
at the gas station to read disorganized essays.
Naturally I have forgotten their names 
but the boy who always had his hand up 
is an alderman and owns the haberdashery.
The girl who ducked assignments hangs out 
by the drugstore, chain-smoking, a pink 
comb in her back pocket.
All the creative writing students live
in a meadow of wild flowers and practice the lute.
Wherever they go, they make a big circle.
I, of course, am the mayor
and occupy the big colonial at Main and Oak.
Now and then someone knocks on the door 
with a term paper that is fifteen years late 
or a question about Yeats or double-spacing.
But usually they just walk past in silence 
or tiptoe sometimes up to a window to watch me 
bent over in a dim batch of lamplight 
correcting everything they have ever done.

—  Billy Collins 
Scarsdale NY

POETRY BROKER

a young man of considerable promise 
has recently gotten into the racket 
of appropriating to himself 
the scheduling of poetry readings.
he does not understand 
that poetry seldom co-exists 
with power.
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PERSONA NON GRATA

i don't know whether it's because i was born
during the ration-coupon days
or whether it's because i was hungry a lot
in my one year at a boarding college
and while in graduate school
and after each of my divorces,
or maybe i just took literally
all that business about
the poor starving children in china,
but i cannot waste food 
and i cannot stand to watch 
anyone else waste it either.
there are no leftovers at any banquet i attend.
if it's fit for human consumption,
i'll consume it.
i eat as if i'm not quite sure
where my next meal is coming from
and, in fact, i'm not.
for your own piece of mind,
i suggest you do not invite me to your potlatch.

IZAAK, ARE YOU GRIEVING?

nearly every spring i go on a whale-watching cruise 
and nearly every time i learn something 
that i didn't know before.
this year i learned that some Japanese fishermen
use cormorants as their tackle.
they put a loop around the cormorant's neck
and give it the old heave-ho.
it dives for a fish
and since, narrow beaked,
it has to return before eating,
they snatch the fish from the bird
as soon as it alights
and send the bird back on its Sisyphean task.
what an exquisite sense of sportsmanship! 
i can hardly wait to purchase my customized duck, 
in the past, fishing always struck me 
as too strenuous a pastime.
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CHARACTER WITNESS

i took my two visiting daughters, 
at that time 15 and 17, 
to bukowski's 60th birthday party.
he was a perfect gentleman towards them.
when i went to the head
and they went to get a beer,
he even asked them if they had
their father's permission to drink beer.
(they did, but they probably would have, 
even if they didn't.)
later, as everyone got drunk, 
and after hours of everyone 
hanging on his every belch, 
bukowski was not a perfect gentleman 
to everyone.
but he remained a perfect gentleman 
to my daughters 
and i later learned
that while i'd been in the other room
he'd made what must have been a special effort
to say nice things about their father to them.

THE DYNAMICS OF LITERARY RESPONSE

my wife wants me to clear out of the house 
all the books of mine i gave her 
and all the periodicals in which 
work of mine appeared.
she is not splitting up with me. 
she is just divorcing my writing.
ironically, the thing that has most confounded me 
with the occasional other women in my life 
is that they conclude from my poems 
that i will never love them 
the way i love my wife.

IF DIRK BOGARDE HAD NEVER BEEN BORN

the cinema could not have portrayed decadence.
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AMERICA MISSES THE POINT, AGAIN

they did this t.v. biography of jack london, 
and they were very impressed
that he said he only wrote his stories and novels 
to buy stallions and ranches,
that, indeed, his cattle were more interesting to him 
than his literary works.
they didn't note the possibility of a connection
between that materialism
and the sadness of his final years.

LITERARY CAPSULE

my daughter asks me who a certain person is, 
and i say, "she's a poet, a novelist, 
and a bit of a pain in the ass,"
and my daughter gives me a look 
that i realize means
i could as easily be describing myself.

FAMILY DRAMA

i rush home from the always unfinished office work
for martha graham's clytemrestra.
ballet on t.v. often provides me with
the starting point for a poem.
and even when it doesn't, it's an easy
substitute for culture.
my wife and i, with the help of a literary encyclopedia, 
refresh our memories of the periphery 
of the oresteia.
but twenty minutes into the telecast 
my wife is caring for the baby
and i am cajoled (commanded) by my three-year-old 
into a trojan horseyback ride.
the ballet is an approximation 
of the dissonances and a-rhythms 
of a royal stable, 
i can tell my little girl, 
a lover of song music dance,
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is troubled by this clytemnestra.
"i don't like it," she finally says, 
and i waste no time in turning it off, 
because a part of me,
although my art world has always been that 
of the modern experimental forms, 
does not care for this clytemnestra either, 
at least not in my family's abode.
in a rare interlude of electronic silence, 
my daughter and i build towers and amphitheatres 
of sempiternal blocks 
until bedtime.

PASS THE HEMLOCK, PLEASE

i run into a girl who took 
appreciation of literature from me 
three years ago, and i ask kiddingly 
if the course made her
a better, wiser, happier, or richer person.
"i'll say this for it," she says;
"i'm now able to explain why 
i can't stand ernest hemingway."

DON'T DO ME ANY FAVORS

on friday i clean out my pockets 
of quarters and dimes 
because i know she always needs 
extra coins for the laundromat, 
i go get some pizza,
and the next night some Chinese food.
on Sunday night when i say,
"i'm a buck short for the movie
and don't have time to cash a check,
she says, "don't talk to me —  i'm broke."

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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SAFE KEEPING

Aunt Ora has worn 
Aunt Lois' gold band 
& turquoise ring 
since pushing them 
on her finger for 
safe keeping day 
a mortician 
handed them to 
her last july.

LOCKED OUT

Locked keys in Honda 
dog inside back 
window down two 
& a half maybe three 
inches arm too 
big tried half 
dozen times woman 
in parked car 
scowling I murmured 
brief prayer & 
ignoring pain 
tripped lock with 
tips of two fingers. 
Today upper arm 
is three tone yellow 
green & blue violet.

LIMITED

47 year old 
got no business 
staying up so 
late waiting for 
glue to dry 
on new collage 
while wife fidgets 
in bed knowing 
their time is 
limited.

VALENTINE

Woke this morning 
to discover card 
& two gifts.
Candy & aftershave. 
After work stopped 
to buy roses 
from street vendor 
but found they 
were scented cloth. 
Ended up at 
florist's bought 
single blood red 
carnation tastefully 
encased in narrow 
plastic box.

SECOND READING

Reading Tropic of Cane 
underlining unfamiliar 
words with red pencil 
(to look up later) 
catch myself skimming 
over ideas & craft 
radar tuned to sex 
same as first reading 
20 odd years ago.

SPEAKERS

Last night someone 
ripped stereo radio 
out of our Honda.
This evening I taped 
note on dash which 
read: Watch out I
Old squint eye 
has a gun!
Just in case someone 
comes back for 
the speakers.



CALL

D.R. called tonight 
to say Nat Shiner 
dropped dead in 
New York subway. 
Under forty 
heart attack.
Didn't know Nate 
that well but D.R. 
did & laughed 
& cried when 
I thoughtlessly 
thanked him 
for calling.

HAND CREAM

Hands are sore 
& swollen 
one cut from 
hatcheting ice 
dams off roof 
of mountain cabin. 
Skin is dry 
& cracking so 
squirt hand cream 
into palm & 
start rubbing 
hands together 
& since I'm 
urinating rub 
some onto penis 
which isn't sore 
or dry but 
loves attention.

APRIL SNOW

Secretly snowed two 
inches last night. 
Today it silently 
melted away.
Tonight stars glitter 
between dark 
pine shapes out 
cabin window.
I build up 
fire in Fisher 
stove heat water 
for tea & puzzle 
over pleasures 
& anxieties 
of being alone.

CRISP'S EYE

Drawing student Crisp 
has been absent 
getting left eye 
put back together. 
Friend shot him 
with BB gun.
For God's sake 
why I asked.
We got bored 
shooting other 
stuff he said.
Looking at it 
you can tell it 
won't ever be right.

—  Phil Weidman
North Highlands CA
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AUNT TISNELDA SEES "ON GOLDEN POND

Goodness gracious every time she went
out to a movie things she couldn't stand —
truckdriver words and goings on in bed —
gave her a headache —  in "On Golden Pond"
she hoped pure light and no clothes would be shed.
But with Jane Fonda in it what could you expect? 
That one would pull her dress off for a dime —  
a leftwinger and they were oversexed.
Such beautiful scenery and what a crome —  
all the sleazy people nervous wrecks.
No more "Young Mr. Lincoln" or "Bringing Up Baby" 
Henry's heart and Kate's control gone bad —  
she might just write Dear Abby asking why 
we can't have movies like we used to have 
instead of ones so real they make you cry.

MIGHTY WHEELER: USED CAR DEALER

When somebody trades in a lemon, 
transmission about to go 
not to mention the rear end —  
miles per about zero,
you think I should take a loss, 
give it away for the parts —  
shit no, some sucker'll buy it 
if it's shiny enough and starts.
This Chrysler's just the thing 
(if you want an albatross) 
or take this one-owner Pinto 
(you're better off with a horse) —
a little old lady owned this one, 
treated it like kid 
(child abuse you'll say 
when you find out what she did).
They have to sign As Is —  
we've got that clause in there, 
whatever the salesman says 
they can't blame me for the wear.
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OK so we paint a picture 
leaving out scars and warts —
I've heard worse from a preacher. 
Hell, used cars are one of the arts.

—  Harold Witt 
Orinda CA

THE DRESSER

He's a tall Steve Martin 
look alike contest winner 
with an advanced case of 
eczema and bad taste checking 
out the K-Mart clothes rack. 
"Too much, everything's too 
much here." He says to his 
frau who is wearing a house 
coat left over from the Crimean 
War and a pair of pants 
combining colors not natural 
to the spectrum as we know 
it now. "Why do you always 
drag me to these expensive 
places? You know how I like 
to shop. Five bucks is an 
awful lot to pay for a flannel 
shirt." Which is just about 
what you'd expect from a guy 
with unmatched shoes, olive 
polyester slacks, plaid sports 
coat a half size too small and 
a striped shirt made by someone 
with a raging hangover and a 
blindman's sense of color.

THE VILLAGE IDIOT

He's forty years old going on 
nine mentally, still living at home 
with his mom, is the last of a dying 
breed and proud of it: a Grade One
State employee. Says, "Only one
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Grade One been working longer than 
I have." There isn't a Civil Service 
test invented yet he could pass or a 
bad bet he wouldn't take: "I'll give you
Holmes two to one, he loses for a 
buck." "Against Tex Cobb? Tex Cobb 
is a large warm body with a won and 
loss record, Holmes is the undefeated 
Heavyweight Champion of the World."
"Make it three to one." Likes his 
seven and sevens: "Light on the ice,
heavy on the booze, light on the 
Seven Up. I'm paying for the booze, 
not the soda." After two he's like 
talking to a mental sieve, the black 
holes in a hard stone wall. After 
three he starts spending his Lotto 
Money Grand Prize he'll never collect, 
has a warm tropic island and a Sony 
TV on the beach where he's watching 
the mergence of the two other world 
football leagues, the Assyrians 
slaughtering the US of A in a new kind 
of bloody terrorist attack Olympics in LA.

BETTING FOOTBALL WITH THE VILLAGE IDIOT

He says, "Take the Giants and ten, 
you can't lose." "Who they playing?"
I say. "Oakland." "There's no team 
in Oakland anymore." "Just take the 
points. It doesn't matter where 
they're playing." "That’s what you said 
last week about Cincinnati and they 
lost by 27 points." "It was a fix."
"How do you know this one isn't a fix?"
"The Giants have nothing to lose."
"The Giants have had nothing to lose 
for twenty years." "That's what I mean."
I took the Raiders with the points.
They won by 17. I haven't lost a heavy 
bet all season. My bookie wants to know 
where I get all this hot inside information. 
I'm not telling, why the hell should 
I share a valuable natural resource 
with some low life bookie?
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THE FAN

I used to be a 
big Yankee fan, 
grew up idolizing 
The Mick, Whitey Ford, 
Yogi and the boys. 
Lapsed for awhile 
in the sixties but 
I came back. Say 
what you want about 
Reggie Jackson, 
he could make things 
happen on the ball 
field even George 
Steinbrenner couldn't 
undo. Class Yankee 
acts are a thing of 
the past; rooting 
for the Yankees now 
is like rooting for 
the IRS

HOT STUFF

She was real hot stuff
Hair by Sassoon
Face by Revlon
Wardrobe by Calvin Klein.
Wanted something
that would Light
the Inner Fire,
if I knew what she meant.
I guessed that I did.
Made her a Bloody Mary 
with enough Tabasco Sauce 
and horseradish in it 
to kill a full grown 
German shepherd in 
the prime of life.
When I asked her if 
her drink was all right 
she was speechless, 
had tears in her eyes, 
was fanning the air 
all the way down her 
Throat by Mt. St. Helens.

SOJOUNER TRUTH IN THE SCHENECTADY PUBLIC LIBRARY

All morning she sits in the far 
corner, behind the three hundreds, 
tracing geometric patterns on an 
open racing form with a felt-tip pen, 
has seven of the first nine at Saratoga 
in the margins, a full card at Yonkers 
and half of Hollywood Park to go before 
1 PM post time. She flips through 
the pages of A Reader's Guide to 
Periodical Literature, looking things 
up at random, pausing over an entry 
from Time, she smiles, draws a box 
for a daily double combination, writes 
in the letters B and J, gathers her 
belongings stuffed into large brown 
garbage bags, mumbling, "B and J, that's 
the ticket," to all she passes, describing 
in detail, the dead heat on a Florida 
flat track.
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SHELLEY AND THE ROMANTICS

They're sorting through cardboard 
boxes of used clothes, inserting hangers 
through the arm holes and hanging them 
on the racks. She's tapping her feet 
in time to the Country and Western tunes 
on the sound system and he's asking her,
"Do you really like that stuff? Technically 
speaking, it's not even music." "It grabs 
me where I live," she says, working the dead end 
closing shift in a Salvation Army store, 
not quite used to the spreading lines near 
her eyes or the less than firm places 
on her thighs and around her waist where 
they used to hold her, looking deep into 
her eyes, whispering, "Be mine, sweet young 
thing, be forever mine." "What kind of music 
do you like?" she says, not really caring, 
working, hyperactive, a coffee junkie with 
a deadline no one else could meet. "Pink Floyd 
concept music, Ziggie Stardust, Bowie in drag, 
the thin white knight." Behind the counter, 
watching the cash register, he reads Shelley 
and the Romantics, twisting the posts of his 
earring as he reads, says with a lisp, "I kind 
of like Shelley, first read him in high school. 
You know any Lord Byron? My English teacher 
said I was the Byronic type." Takes a long 
drag on his Marlboro filtered, while she punches 
the numbers into the machine, not listening, 
singing along as she works to My Cheatin' Heart.

EXTENDING JOE DIMAGGIO'S STREAK

He was one of those guys 
liquor makes old and obnoxious 
in a hurry. I must have looked 
like some kind of smart assed new 
kid on the block that needed a lesson 
in how things ought to be done by 
a pro. Started giving me all kinds 
of loud mouth lip like: "Hey, boy, 
my beer glass is empty, what’s your 
problem, I need another beer."
I'm always deaf in one ear for 
a while, washing the glass, thinking 
he's got until Joe D finishes 
selling Mr. Coffee machines to
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clam up or else it's a whole new 
ball game. They never clam up.
He's still going on about being 
lost in a desert without beer 
when Captain Kirk's face materializes 
on the tube. That's strike three, 
you're out, big mouth, take the big hike. 
He doesn't understand the rules 
to this new game. They never do.

SPEED DEMON

He was just what every 
bar needs —  a large 
filthy man in a red 
flannel shirt. Smelled 
like the second coming 
of a lord of the flies 
ordering a double martini 
over ice that seemed 
doomed never to acquire 
the proper chill.
I didn't know where he 
was going but he sure 
as hell was going to 
get there fast.

—  Alan Catlin
Schenectady NY

PAPER

I work in a mailroom 
fold it, stuff it 
weigh it, meter it
count it, jam it into big green mail sacks 
open it, date stamp it, route it, sort it. 
Heft around heavy boxes of it 
stack boxes of it in a storeroom full of it, 
copy it on a xerox machine making more paper 
all day moving paper around.
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I pity the poor bastards who have to read 
the crap. How well I know their plight, 
nodding off over yet another dull report, 
wading through the seas of junk mail 
that floods their desk every day.
Money too is paper. I don't make enough 
at my job in the mailroom, so when I get home 
I work at my mail order business, selling books. 
More paper: letters, purchase orders, catalogs. 
And the books themselves, paper again. That's 
all I do, fuck with paper.
Once in a while 
if I'm lucky
I'll have a free hour or two 
to sit and write poems 
on paper.
Or I'll make 
a couple drawings, 
do a water color painting, 
paper.
Today, a Saturday, I had all day
and no paper. I ran out of it. All that
was left was some odd blue and pink crap
that they throw out at work. You can't write
poems on blue and pink paper. At least I can't.
I got depressed, read until I couldn't stand
to read another word, then just lay on the floor
in a tiny square of sunlight, dozing,
thinking of books I would write someday,
of magazines that would print my unwritten
poems, of the paper they would print
the magazines on, my words on paper,
and just the paper itself,
without the words,
white in the sunlight.

—  David Barker 
Salem OR
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west meets east:

"Long ago the best and dearest Japanese 
friend I ever had said to me, a little be
fore his death: 'When you find, in four
or five years more, that you cannot under
stand the Japanese at all, then you will 
begin to know something about them.' After 
having realized the truth of my friend's 
prediction —  after having discovered that 
I cannot understand the Japanese at all —
I feel better qualified to attempt this 
essay."

—  Lafcadio Hearn
Japan: An Attempt At Interpretation

: william marsh



BOOMERANG

He went West, the way others had, to leave the things 
he didn't like behind him. He was going away, rather 
than arriving. Then he arrived. He was in Japan.
Did he miss familiar things, how could he, if he welcomed 
their absence. Here were people who had never met him, 
who could not possibly know him. What could they expect 
from him. They had a way of life of their own to defend. 
Let him inspire their curiosity, while they inspired his. 
How could he defend or attack what he did not know. He 
would refrain. Peace, brother.
To these people, though, his purpose was hard to discern. 
Unremittingly they asked, was he a student, did he live 
in a boarding house, was he working part time. They were 
asking the questions they asked of young men, so as to 
know their business, if they had any. A young man had to 
have business, obviously.
And a young woman, obviously, had better not. Look at 
one, as if to say, what is your business, and they 
giggled, ashamed, looking to one another, dying of the 
shame but having to keep giggling, out of desperation.
He giggled back sometimes, because what his own business 
was, tee hee, he was as hardpressed to say, but they 
dared not seem to be giggling with him, these women, but 
only at things, at obvious objects, to keep this unanimous, 
anonymous. Sharing laughter with him, sharing anything, 
would have terrified them. Tears came to their frantic 
eyes, even chortling about him to one another, in his 
presence, on a train.
He would look away, finally, one hand gripping the hand
ring, the other on his bicep, to keep him balanced, as 
the train rolled, and the girls fell in together, in 
whispers, to discuss their shock, that he should have 
gazed into their orbit, with his blue eyes.
Whenever the doors opened, elders rushed in after seats. 
Having ensconced themselves, they would take him in, 
perceive the proximity of the young women, and frown.
That did it. The girls stopped speaking to each other. 
Merely to have crossed his path, to have made themselves 
noticeable to any American, was brazen. They were 
ashamed of themselves.
I began to miss home.
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TEACHING ENGLISH IN JAPAN: 1974

New York is dangerous, I'm saying. No sane person enters 
Central Park after dusk. Nagano disagrees. Strolled 
there for hours one night on his recent trip. So pretty 
buildings, so pretty trees. "And nobody came up to you?" 
They had, and he'd tried to understand what men were 
saying, but their accent so different from teacher's.
He walk away.
Later in a line at LA airport, a man looking like a Span
ish start English conversation with Nagano. "I'm famous 
actor," say the man. Squinting, Nagano puts his hand on 
his heart and recites: "Jo - se .. can .. you .. see .."
Would teacher explain please this humor.
"You tell us first what else happened." At this, Nagano 
blushes from ear to ear. He leans forward, one hand 
cupping the words. Spanish took him to party at very big 
hotel. Teacher know Dean Martin? Dean Martin talked and 
talked with Nagano! So funny man. And ... not like 
Japanese party! Different! American ladies take clothes 
off!
Continue with the story! Teacher's orders!
Nagano says Martin and Spanish want him eat sugar cube. 
Good medicine, they keep nodding, giggling, HEAP good 
medicine. Martin collapse on the floor. Nagano find 
that so American, to offer plain sugar at party. Of 
course he never touch. Too sweet for Japanese.

HAIKU

A snake in one stroke
wiggles off the old man's brush
on sale at the shrine.

HOOKED

Lately
when I smoke 
I see a fish on a dock.
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THE BULLET TRAIN

I'm high in the can and somebody taps. I stomp 
on the flush pedal and see lights —  blurred snow 
and rails —  streaking beneath. Staring, foot 
depressing the pedal, I feel my teeth ache with 
the inrush of cold. Smoke gone, I wash my hands 
of its smell, go back to the coach to sit among 
businessmen, watch the stream of us slam in and 
out of mountains past cities over fields and 
into mountains past cities over fields and into 
mountains past cities over fields and into.

HAIKU

Winter lets the cats
watch me type. Spring sheds hairs that 
clog the selectric.

TRANSLATING HASEGAWA

"Would you mind picking out two or three of your 
best poems so I can translate them?" This question 
earned me a blank stare, so I asked it again. "The 
best?" he asked incredulously. "What do you mean?" 
"The ones you like the most." "The ones I like the 
most?" he snapped. "I love them all and hate them 
all. What did you think?" The toes went down 
easily, but I nearly gagged on my heel and was sure 
glad to get to the ankle. Hasegawa ordered us both 
a double. "It's okay," he said in English. Down 
the bar I saw another American, smirking tolerantly, 
ask a Japanese, "So you love your wife, huh?"
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A LITTLE SOMETHING

I once spent five days in a tiny village. It was in 
Shikoku. The women and girls were practicing a 
festival dance in the school gymnasium. They would 
go over it, the youngest and the oldest, night after 
night. I'd watch Harue, a five-year-old, faithfully 
mimic the dance motions of her grandmother, who was 
doing the same mimicking when she was five. A 
scratchy old record provided the tune. There were 
frogs croaking out all the windows. I walked the 
next day with Harue, she showed me how you net a 
cicada, settle the fellow comfortably in his cage, 
chat with him, study his carapace, admire the funny 
noise he makes, and let him go. That's all. A 
little girl showing me how she lets cicadas go.

HAIKU

Always pegged as one
more deaf Yankee on their bus:
"His shoes look like ships!"

THE DOUBLE WHAMMY

One of my English students in Japan —  she'd wear this 
terrific pair of checked slacks I can still see —  asked 
me to a movie the night after our last class. You can 
imagine my surprise when I realized what we had tickets 
for was The Story of 0. Immediately after the film 
ended, Kyoko disappointed me by excusing herself; next 
day she had to be up at five. That weekend, out of the 
blue, I got a call at home from Kyoko. Her sister and 
her sister's boyfriend were with her, they were in my 
part of town, did I feel like getting together. You 
bet. Imagine my surprise on meeting them: Kyoko and 
her sister turned out to be identical twins, with only 
one bulgingly visible difference.... And the bulgingly 
visible difference was delivered the next day, kicking 
and screaming, a week premature.... So imagine the two 
women standing before my eyes. And imagine my surprise.
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BUTTER ON RICE

Brewer and Ed and Bill House and I climb out of the 
subway into the trendiest corridor of Tokyo, a sort of 
video arcade of embassies, steakhouses, women with 
rich daddies, geisha in rickshas, even imported blondes 
to rent by the hour, Japanese friends tell me this 
neighborhood "stinks of butter” and I agree, but once 
before I leave I have to play happy honky games, just 
to know why I steered clear. Two locals in miniskirts 
are crouched on the sidewalk shining people's shoes ... 
for the heck of it, a joke, we are assured. They pack 
up and we all head to a place they refer to as a 
"disco," the decor of which consists of wax Christmas 
candles, plastic holly leaves, and tin foil. On stage 
is a japanese singer and the music is Janis Joplin, 
sounds just like the record but when I step up to 
congratulate the performer, she can't speak English.
Yet she isn't lip-syncing. Final stop of the evening 
is Manny's American Steakhouse where Ed, our Santa 
Monica native, latches on to a Japanese businessman 
who plies him with $120 steaks, one after the other ... 
all this to impress a blonde (attached to the busi
nessman) with hair like a doll's. I order a Dixie cup 
of ice milk and it only costs five bucks. My shoe- 
shine girl, who wears a beret, says she's a famous 
model and here comes her brother. I banter with this 
person whom I decide may actually be her brother ... a 
devoted Jesse James fan of Japanese origin ... who leaps 
up out of the booth when he hears I've studied in 
Northfield, site of a famous bank job ... don't we all 
know that? Ed is explaining to his constituency how 
he, Ed, is the first guy —  ever —  to execute a handstand 
on a skateboard in a surfing movie. The businessman 
doesn't get it.

HAIKU

Flush radiator,
tear morning glory vines off
deck rail, haul pots in.
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FOR THE COMPANY

Translation and Interpretation was always the most 
fun to teach because it wasn't teaching; it was give 
and take; my sense of Japanese versus their sense of 
English. Then Matsunaga —  the most polite, the 
quietest, the "really Japanese" member of the class —  
was absent for two whole weeks. "I am sorry to have 
miss." "Where have you been?" I asked. Matsunaga 
grinned sheepishly. His doctor, it seems, had diag
nosed appendicitis several weeks before, and ordered 
Matsunaga to proceed immediately to his hometown for 
treatment; but Matsunaga had a company deadline to 
meet. First things first, right? When, eventually, 
he did descend from the hometown train platform, 
appendix ruptured, Matsunaga had to be operated on 
while conscious; only a sheet obstructed his view of 
poisoned, gaping entrails. "You out of your mind?"
I snapped. The whole class laughed, but especially 
Matsunaga; laughed it off the way a samurai would 
have laughed off having to commit hara-kiri, even a£ 
he committed hara-kiri; and then I realized what 
this was. They had me. There are some things that 
don't translate into English. They had ushered me 
to the border and now they would cross it, and leave 
me behind. I waved to them as they disappeared into 
that all-enveloping mist.

AS THE WORLD SHRINKS

I'd hardly arrived in the port village in Shikoku when 
a man dashed into the inn to announce the "giant turtle" 
was coming. I'd had no premonitions of giant turtles 
while checking in, but everyone assumed I had and di
rected me to the beach. Walking along, I thought of the 
various marble monuments depicting the world riding on 
a turtle's back which you see in Japanese graveyards; I 
was hoping the "coming of the great turtle" wasn't some 
cataclysmic idiom. It wasn't. An actual sea turtle, at 
least five feet long, was lumbering ashore to deposit 
her eggs ... here, with the fishing village evolving 
into a tourist trap ... here, with gawkers by the 
dozens shoving to get closer ... none of which seemed to 
faze the turtle. She had a hole to dig.' Eggs to lay! 
She went about her business. I walked back after sup
per and she was still digging, though it took awhile to
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muscle in close enough to determine this. TV crews and 
newspaper photographers were about their usual deadly 
serious business of anesthetizing the event, purging it 
of any significance, rendering and blendering it into 
'filler.' A week later, back home in Kyoto, I picked 
up the local newspaper to find, on the front page, 
among the silhouettes of humans surrounding an egglaying 
turtle in a photograph ... myself. Yes, it was me, it 
really was ... thoroughly cooked into the meatloaf of the 
topical. If things keep up like this, if the world 
keeps shrinking ... pretty soon we will be able to strap 
the entire planet on a turtle's back. And I think it's 
at exactly that point that the turtle's going to make 
her break for the open water.

SOME PEOPLE: Part I

Once upon a time, a bomb created a vacuum in a city 
named Hiroshima, which the gangsters of Japan (Yakuza) 
rushed in to fill; and before long, even as the Occu
pation force was disarming the country at large, 
yakuza mutants were constructing their own gun facto
ries. What that's come to mean is that the streets of 
Japan are generally safe; the gangsters tend to follow 
their self-imposed code to use guns only against each 
other; but the guns exist.
During the Seventies, I was soaping up at a public 
bath in Kyoto when a yakuza, his torso one continuous 
tattoo, ambled over and flopped down at the spigot next 
to mine. I confess I find it tough to ignore people 
with gaudy skin, especially when they start to regale 
fellow patrons with a running monologue on my bodily 
proportions ....
Un-American as it may seem, I could feel my proportions 
folding up like an accordion ... but by God my dander 
was up. "Omae no mono, sore hodo taishita mono ka ne?" 
(Is yours really all that huge, fella?) I demanded.
There was a flurry in the room, during which I girded 
myself for the most squalid of deaths; but our friend 
the yakuza seemed not to have heard me. A pimp would 
never learn English, after all ... so why expect the 
hairy foreigner to give him tit for tat in Japanese?
That was unimaginable, so ... he stayed in his bubble, I 
stayed in mine, and here I still am, telling the tale.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Tokyo does things to people. You see neon, and baseball, 
and golden arches, and girls in skintight jeans; and you 
start to think you can take certain things for granted.
Tim told me he'd met the guy, Hiroshi, first. This 
Hiroshi joked about sex constantly. Tim tends to do the 
same. Akiko, Hiroshi's girl, would giggle when the jokes 
were tasteful ... but Hiroshi seemed to make a point of 
grossing her out. There'd be tension ... sometimes Tim 
simply got up and left. Akiko would be furious —  at 
Hiroshi. The next day Hiroshi would show up at Tim's, 
hung over, to apologize. He and Tim would go out and 
drink. Hiroshi knew erotic haiku: "As lovebirds next 
door/ attempt Kama Sutra moves/ I hear a bone snap."
One day at school, Akiko came up to Tim. She had a 
problem. What to do about Hiroshi, his relentless dis
regard for her needs. She was insisting on a room of her 
own in the house they were planning. Hiroshi wouldn't 
have it. Tim made Akiko feel worth something. Tim could
n't help it. He had eyes in his head, after all, but 
that wasn't the only thing.
Tim naturally thought of what his ex-girlfriend from 
America, who was also at the school, had told him. Short
ly after arrival, she and Tim had finally made the com
plete break, freeing the American woman to pursue a 
Japanese guy Tim happened to think was a cold fish. He 
was a cold fish —  a theoretical existentialist who could 
explain to you, point by point, how Sartre had creamed 
Camus in their debate —  and
this philosopher also believed, with equal conviction, 
himself to be, on the basis of one non-happening, impotent 
Naturally this posed a tremendous challenge to Tim's 
American ex —  that is, to turn her cold fish into a leap
ing salmon, which she did, and only the once, if reckless
ly, not wanting to inhibit him; whereby he left her preg
nant and told her it was her problem: she'd seduced him.
Tim sketched this out as best he could in his halting 
Japanese. He knew the word for 'foreign country' but not 
for 'abortion,' for 'baby' but not for 'fetus,' etc.
What he'd just described, it seemed to Tim, was a little 
fable on the Japanese male at his misogynist samurai worst 
It would be better for Akiko if she clarified things with 
Hiroshi now, set her preconditions. Tim meanwhile would 
get Hiroshi drunk, mention the cold fish, let Hiroshi 
draw his own conclusions.
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Of course Hiroshi's biggest problem was insecurity, need
ing to assert his adequacy. Tim couldn't see that —  
too close to home. But Tim had enough sense to start 
planning a move. He loved Hiroshi and Akiko both. He 
did not want a mess. But Hiroshi got drunk at Tim's 
going-away party, flung Akiko at him, humiliated them 
both. At the station Akiko whispered she'd see Tim again. 
Hiroshi had disappeared. Tim couldn't sleep for two days.
Soon Akiko, who was still living with Hiroshi, visited 
Tim in secret. She was everything he might have dreamed. 
Then she was gone. They next spoke on the telephone.
She had some astonishing information. It turned out that 
the cold fish and Hiroshi were pals, that Hiroshi had 
recognized who it was from the story, that he had gone to 
the cold fish afterward and said: "If what I've heard is 
true, you're a prick." The cold fish lied about it. Next 
he'd rushed to the town Tim had moved to, to kill him. A 
man of action. Tim happened not to be home that day. Now 
Tim had to call his ex-girlfriend and reveal what beans 
had been spilled. She wanted to throttle him. She was 
still trying to make a go of it with the fellow, and this 
would wreck everything. Everything!
Akiko and Tim, too, persisted. But they were in separate 
towns. And she got involved with another American who 
lived nearer. And those two were eventually married. And 
everybody despised Tim. That was the one point on which 
all parties agreed. Tim, to take the obvious example, 
hated himself even more, he was sure, than Hiroshi could 
have (which was an accomplishment). At the same time, 
Hiroshi hated Hiroshi even more than Tim could have —  
if Tim had. You see what I mean about Tokyo?

HAIKU

The one quiet place
to make out: the graveyard. But
they believe in ghosts.

Earthquake underneath 
rocking the lake like a tub 
and leaving a ring.
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THE SPIRITUAL ARENA

The little plain, formerly a lake bed, on which Kyoto 
rests is like a playing field surrounded by steep 
mountain decks; and it is no coincidence that temples 
dot the slopes of these mountains; the serene monk 
occupants can gaze down, from these box seats, on the 
action and be comforted by the belief they see what's 
going on far better than the players ever could.
A further psychological advantage is gained when 
streams of run-off, flowing like aisles between the 
peaks, are diverted onto the terraces of landscape 
gardens in which a single boulder, weathered and 
shaggy, looms as a mountain, the pools becoming 
lakes, the trickles rivers. Along the verge of the 
terrace, deliberate hedging screens the city out and 
lets peaks in the distance bump right up against 
those the garden's boulders imply.
To repudiate all the sticky particulars of this 
world, what the suppliant monk must do is straddle 
his hedge and gaze long and hard from one side of it 
to the other, until he has convinced himself that 
the world below is mimicking his garden. I know all 
about that, from writing this.

HAIKU

One foot in Japan 
one foot in America 
tension at the crotch.

Filipino crew
brag to me of gold teeth ripped 
from Jap invaders.
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OVERKILL

Once we'd ordered our meals I had to excuse myself to 
make a call. When I got back to the table my American 
friends were chuckling. "What's so funny?" They both 
looked me in the eye for a second, then had to look 
away. I felt strange. At last Jim quit giggling to 
say, "You been in Japan too long, man." "Says who?" 
"says me." I demanded to know why and they went into 
more giggles. "I'm getting sick of this, Jim. Will 
you tell me what the fucking problem is? Will you 
quit laughing? People are staring at us." Jim sum
moned his composure. "The fucking problem is this, 
man. You're on the phone just now and I look up and 
you're fucking bowing, man. To a voice on the phone.
A guy from Minneapolis and I look at you and there you 
are, bowing to a pay phone in Japan." Well. Maybe he 
had a point.

HAIKU

Five years to realize
I'll never have black hair, nor
brown eyes. Sad goodbyes.

—  William Marsh
Baltimore MD & 
New York NY
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FREEDOM PLASTIC RAP

Available 
in bottles 
and cans.

SOAP FABLE
The truth 
is not

Once upon a elastic,
two-timer...

—  Guy R. Cochrane 
Seattle WA

ALLEGIANCE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

pledge allegiance 
pledge allegiance 
pledge allegiance 
pledge allegiance 
pledge allegiance 
pledge allegiance 
pledge allegiance 
pledge allegiance

to a handful of dust
to the flag I was born under
to the planet I was born upon
to my medical profession
to a workingman's hand
to Satan
to the sun
to the womb of the earth

GHOSTS
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what do you know of our days of anger
what do you know of our days of rage
what do you know of years afterwards 
what do you know of remembrances
what do you know of the colonel for a ghost story
what do you know of the fog and the mists
what do you know of the ghost who scraped the barbed wire
what do you know of the ghost who mentioned injuries



SKY AND PURPOSES

Why the air is preposterous
Why there are configurations up in the sky
Why one cloud is shaped for a rhinoceros
Why another cloud is shaped for an elephant
Why the air is uproarious
Why there is the roar of the winds
Why there is a lion charging out of the wonderbrush
Why another cloud is shaped for a honey bunch
Why another cloud is shaped for a bunch of flowers
Why the sky is full of humming bees
Why another cloud is shaped for a cloud of dust
Why there are to be South American Christmas presents
Why there is Santa Claus and his eight tiny reindeer
Why there is the man with a sleigh charging across the

summer noonday skies

—  Alfred Starr Hamilton 
Montclair NJ

IT'S A KIND OF PLAGUE THAT DISEASES MY MIND

Not a seven-year itch. That tender ailment sapped 
a lucid segment of my soul long before
The age of seven. At fourteen my system was contami
nated with antibodies far worse than the germ
They were built to fight. This is hardly worse 
than hot flashes that are sometimes an embarrassment
To menopausal women as they will most likely 
strike at an inappropriate an inopportune time.
The plague I speak of cannot be put off 
with banal cocktail banter —  not for anyone
Who has known it. It is the Black Death
of the spirit which has wiped out a quarter part
Of my best years —  as that known virus
decimated London, and much of Europe for three cen-
Turies. It is true, I was not untouched

by the Crusades either.



THE DELAYS THAT DIMMED THE LIGHTS OUT

That turned the very eye-balls inward 
as in some grand mal seizure when strangu-
Lation on my own tongue was thought the only 
paramount danger. My dangers bristle
Like the quills of a porcupine —  except 
how singular and separate and monstrous
Each vicious spine is known to be.
Not as if it were only a tender piece of quick
They were presumed to protect. Protect! 
whom and what, for what, who, when
And where? How come? As if the sorrow were 
that I did not, long ago, not lay it bare.

I ONCE DID A HILARIOUSLY FUNNY

Poem about a lady with her clitoris 
in her throat —  just like Linda
Lovelace. A senior editor at Ms. re
plied scathingly, Man, who do you think
You are, Charley Bukowski? In fact 
her clitoris was on the end of her
Nose. But I knew the feminist press 
would not be amused to learn a lady
Could get multiple orgasms just 
from wiping her post-nasal drip.

—  Judson Crews 
Albuquerque NM
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MY GAS HEATER

Gas will run through 
my heater but it will 
not light, except as an 
explosion. I like to
make explosions, the 
ball of fire trimming 
my hair, curing my 
pimples and scaring
the neighbors to keep 
them under control.
To also keep the bugs 
honest. To keep the cat

SUSPICION

They suspect
that the empty bottles
were once full,
and that they
will probably 
one day be full 
again, and thus 
valuable, So they
hoard bottles.

curious. And this 
is much cheaper than 
being warm all the time.
Fact is, I like being cold too.

TELEPHONE NEED

You'll have to call me 
on the telephone —  I never 
talk to people in person 
because I like the intimacy
of my hand between my

NONSENSE ear and mouth on a smooth
handle. You doing the same 
thing is as near as I get

Nonsense already
comes in small to mutual orgasm,
medium and large 
but now
they want 
extra large 
for all the 
people who have
really pigged themselves.
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FISHY CUPBOARD

They have five I like the orange 
cupboard
with all its nice 
hangers and shelves.

fishing rods 
and I' m now 
waiting for
them to go 
fishing because

But it's empty —  
as though it's 
been through some 
horrible experiences

I am very 
determined
and like to 
see people 
use 100%
of their equipment.

and just can't 
hold clothes 
anymore for fear 
of being hurt again.

BENJAMIN

All Benjamin ever did was 
sit on the boiler 
and go to school. He was 
a good boy, I suppose.
But I have no idea 
what happened to him. His 
father worked for the Gas 
Company and his mother, well,
made things.

—  Nichola Manning
Long Beach CA

MCDONALD'S MADONNA

her buns get you
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MANIPULATIVE MADONNA: 1

puts you where 
she wants you 
and it hurts

MANIPULATIVE MADONNA: 2

pushes you into 
positions you've 
never been or 
want to be in

MOUNTAIN MADONNA 

slopes toward you

TIME DEPOSIT MADONNA

gives substantial 
penalties for 
premature withdrawal

HEAD ACHE MADONNA

the last week a 
stampede, every 
thing in her 
rushing toward 
emergency exits 
marked not to 
be used under 
any circumstances

FROST MADONNA

startles with 
her wild corners 
and flourishes, 
when she melts 
tho she leaves 
a stain

PACHELBEL'S MADONNA

repeats herself, 
suggests what 
you half remember

BIRCH MADONNA

bends over 
so much 
you're shocked 
when she 
splits

DEAD BATTERY MADONNA

won't turn 
over and 
get you 
going

POSTAGE DUE MADONNA

wants you 
to pay for 
what you 
get



Ill

your hammock 
made of pieces 
tangling with 
a design

IRON PUMPING MADONNA

ripples and bumps, 
grinds and shines

MAGIC CUBE MADONNA

traps you when 
she flashes ex 
plodes nearly 
blinds you some 
times tho she 
doesn't go off

NEW POSTAGE RATE MADONNA

she wonders if 
it's worth it 
to be delivered

BACK ACHE MADONNA

smells of 
Ben Gay 
instead 
of roses

BASKET MADONNA

draws flowers 
with huge ragged 
leaves petals 
reaching toward 
light what's 
inside is blacked 
in but the leaves 
are sun hungry 
sun flowers 
tilting their 
heads different 
ways

VALLEY GIRL MADONNA 

awesome,
loves joy sticks, 
doesn't gag with 
any sticks 
or spoons

NECKLACE MADONNA

glows, hanging 
on you chokes

FED UP MADONNA

thinks sex 
fucks things 
up what 
you get is 
what you 
can't use 
babies, vd 
or sore

MADONNA OF THE DOODLES



MADONNA WHO CAN’T STAND TO SEE ANYTHING AGE

it hurts, watching 
the paint blister 
she wants to 
keep cat's kittens 
keeps changing her 
birthdate can't 
watch her mother 
change from 3 inch 
heels to some 
thing sensible

MADONNA WHO LURES LIKE 
ICED MOZELLE

smooths, shines 
is like a glazed 
road you think 
is melting, slam 
into a guardrail on

—  Lyn Lifshin
Niskayuna NY

A WORLD OUT OF JOINT

the topic for discussion was Hamlet. 
the reactions: 1) "i read a couple pages 
but couldn't understand a thing he was saying, 
so i decided to wait and have you tell me 
what it's all about." 2) "too confusing, 
somebody ought to rewrite it, so we can 
understand what he's trying to say."
let me paraphrase a speech or two for you.
"Beware of entrance to a quarrel; but being in, 
Bear't that the opposed may beware of thee.” 
don't start a fight, but if you can't 
avoid one, make sure you kick ass.
"Costly thy habit as thy ourse can buy." 
don't spend more money on clothes than you 
can afford. lay off the credit card.
"Rich, not gaudy."
don't wear clothes like Liberace's.
hand raised in the back row: 
yes?
"i didn't think they had credit cards back then."
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PADDLE YOUR OWN CAMUS

if you want to watch philosophers in action, 
take a whitewaterrafting trip, 
the guides are well tanned and toned 
practicing existentialists.
(don't let it throw you that some are 
beautiful young women —  they are 
capable of philosophy, too.)
ceaselessly, like Sisyphus, they happily 
glide down the mountain only to 
return —  never quite to the top —  
and start anew, more than content 
in their circular absurdity, maybe 
they're happy because their 
destiny is only seasonal. does any 
philosophy work the year round?

COMMISSION

as soon as the news of the divorce spread 
a call came from a real estate broker "friend." 
condolences first, but what were our plans 
for the house second, by a nose, 
then a staccato of jokes new in realtyworld, 
his pitch, and a willy loman vocal handshake.
but he left out a few things i consider 
a friend might mention: his commission 
being negotiable, hidden costs called "points," 
of which i did not get a favorable spread.
as escrow leans into the stretch,
the unforgettable taxi scene from On the Waterfront 
comes back with greater poignancy:
Terry Malloy reminds his brother,
"Charley, you should've taken better 
care of me." but then i also remember 
that Terry was a former pug; 
and while i'm not, i should have in my mind 
by now the last warning from the referee 
before the bell for round one:
"protect yourself at all times."
it just needs amending with "particularly 
from friends who also sell real estate."
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DEAD TO RIGHTS

when i would launch into an extended 
(was i capable of shorter lengths?) 
speech of praise for her or one 
of the kids, the ex would listen, 
head turned aside, to the introduction, 
then before the middle of the middle, 
ask: "OK, when does the 'but' come in?"
i insisted she was wrong, 
but she wasn't.

A CLASSIC

i was in the heat of a mickey spillane novel 
i had assigned as an example of slop fiction 
when War and Peace, the endless Russian version, 
showed up on educational TV.
i tried but could only suffer
with count vronsky and natasha
no longer than an hour;
they still had eight to go
when i returned to follow mike the hammer
as he nailed his girls and goons.
luckily, i was alone; such sins 
are best committed in the dark.

—  Charles Stetler 
Long Beach CA

PURPLE

I drink wine all night long
and in the morning
when I go to the bathroom
my lips are purple
from the petite sirah
and I wash my lips once
dry them
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and they are still a light 
purple
and I wash them again 
go back to the bedroom 
the phone rings 
it's only 9:30 a.m.
I answer the phone 
a woman asks,
"is this the sales division 
of GM?"
I tell her that it isn't 
hang up.
the phone rings again:
"is Gabriel Newhart there?" 
the man asks.
"I've been telling you 
people for 3 years 
there's no Gabriel Newhart 
here."
"thank you, sir," he says 
and hangs up.
the bill collectors never 
stop hunting.
I go back to bed.
"god damned telephone," 
says Linda,
"never stops ringing."

FUN TIMES

Harold was always scared, 
he was easy, 
we had a good time with 
Harold.
we hung him 4 or 5 times 
a week.
we had this rope and we'd 
get him on the back porch 
of Mrs. Keller's place, 
there was this overhanging 
rafter.
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we'd put the rope around 
his neck.
"this time we're gonna do 
it, Harold, we're tired of 
fucking around with you. 
this time we're really going 
to hang you.'"
"oh, no! please!"
he would cry silently, the 
tears rolling down his stupid 
freckles.
"stop your damned blubbering! 
now, before you die either you 
got to drink piss or eat shit! 
now which do you want?"
Harold would just keep crying.
"which do you want? answer or 
we'll hang you now!"
"piss," he would always say.
then we'd piss on him, all over 
him and his clothing, while 
laughing.
when his family moved out of 
the neighborhood we set fire to 
Mrs. Gorman's chicken coop.

PUZZLE?

I was driving on the freeway 
listening to the radio 
when the newscaster told me 
of a car that ran through 
a railing
and into a body of water 
and the occupant 
drowned.
then there was a taped 
conversation with a police 
official:
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"I don't really get 
this one. I don't see how 
she could have driven through 
that railing. the visibility 
was good. the windows were 
up so this probably indicates 
that she was alone. this one 
really puzzles me ...."
I didn't understand what he 
meant by the "windows" —  
probably some conclusive method 
of police detection.
anyhow
I have a favorite place
picked out
down near Del Mar.
the railing is thin and
there's an 80-foot drop
straight down a cliff
and
into the ocean.
I may never use it 
but it's nice to know 
that it's there.
(I intend to have a 5th 
of whiskey at my lips, 
the radio on to classical 
music
and I will go through
that railing
fast
leaping the car 
high up
over the water ....)
the radio informed me that
the driver was
in her early twenties —
name being withheld until
notification of
kin.
I switched to the next 
station where a man 
sang, "I even told the 
golden daffodils that 
at last 
my heart's an 
open book ...."
the traffic was bad 
too.
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THE SADNESS OF THE NEWS

Mickey Mouse is 55 years old today, and they kidnapped 
Mr. Heineken and his chauffeur, they want ten million 
ransom, that’s just like kidnapping Santa Claus, I've 
drunk at least a thousand bottles of Heineken (I like the 
green, not the brown) and why don't they kidnap Mickey 
Mouse? Mickey Mouse is more nothing than anything I can 
think of; I mean, you can't even hate Mickey Mouse because 
there's nothing there, and that's good for the children, 
it doesn't get them upset, they don't have to think about 
a thing and when they grow up they can keep on doing that 
until Mickey commits suicide or gets hit by the mafia or 
falls out of a blimp and busts his rodent ass, but Mr. 
Heineken, that's not nice about him, I've seen his name 
on too many beer bottle labels, there's a kinship, maybe 
he's too rich and maybe I helped make him that way, Mr. 
Heineken is even older than Mickey Mouse and has made me 
feel better, and I look in the papers every day searching 
for developments, and right now I only hope he doesn't get 
hurt or his chauffeur either, I remember how a bottle of 
that cool green in 
the morning was the 
best cure for hangovers around.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA

THE ANNUAL WORMWOOD AWARDS:

Since 1961, the Wormwood Awards have 
been named for the "most overlooked book 

to-' of worth for a calendar year." The
 following awards are now official:

1981: David Barker's Faded Bungalows (regular edition plus 
ltd. ed. of 5 copies with 10 photos by Judy Barker, 
iii + 16 pp.) unpriced fm. Rumba Train Press, 6023 
Village Rd., Lakewood CA 90713 (now: 1595 Saginaw 
St. South, Salem OR 97303.

1982: Greg Boyd's Circus Deluxe (with prints and cover by 
the author, 56 pp.) $5 fm. Jump River Press Inc.,
Rt. 1 Box 10, Prentice WI 54556.

1983: Alan Catlin's Animal Acts (92 pp.) $3.95 fm. Quality 
Publications Ltd., P.0. Box 2633, Lakewood OH 44107. 

1984: Kirk Robertson's Two Weeks Off (with drawings by 
David Barker, 48 pp.) $5.00 fm. Floating Island 
Publications, P.O. Box 516, Point Reys CA 94956.
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LITERARY NOTES OF NOTE
The Fantastic: Celebrating The Imagination (edit. Murray 
McNeil 3), a- bargain for $2 fm. Comparative Literature 
Dept., Calif. State Univ., Long Beach CA 90840. y John 
Steinbeck: A Checklist (edit. David Barker), alphabetical 
priced listing of various editions with identifications 
$7.50 fm. Barker Booksellers, 1595 Saginaw St. S, Salem 
OR 97303; from same; a re-issue with a new 4-page intro
duction of David Barker's Charles Bukowski Spit In My 
Face ($4) . JT What Shall We Do Without Us? The Voice And 
Vision Of Kenneth Patchen (afterword by James Laughlin) 
$12.95 fm. Sierra Club Books, 2034 Fillmore St., San Fran
cisco CA 94115. Jf L.A. poetry in motion, poetry dialog, 
is unique l.p. record (Enigma 1031) produced by Harvey 
Kubernik, English As A Second Language, fm. Freeway Records 
P.0. Box 67930, Los Angeles CA 90067 (hear both Charles 
Bukowski and Chuck Dukowskil). y  All's Normal Here: A 
Charles Bukowski Primer (edit. Loss Glazier), 112 pp.—of 
insight at $13.50 fm. Ruddy Duck Press, 4429 Gibraltar 
Dr., Fremont CA 94536. y Men Talk; An Anthology Of Male 
Experience Poetry (edit. Elliot Fried & Barry Singer),
$6.95 fm. Pacific House Books, 65 West 26th, Eugene OR 
97405. y  Empire! is the creative writing journal of N.Y. 
State prison inmates fm. Education Dept., Arthur Kill 
Correctional Facility, 2911 Arthur Kill Rd., Staten Island 
NY 10309.
NEW CLASSICS
Charles Webb's Nose Collector ($1.95), Nichola Manning's 
All Down To A River ($4.95T~| Gerald Locklin's The Phantom 
Of The Johnny Carson Show($1.50) & Amy Gerstler's Martine's 
Mouth($1.95) fm. Illuminati, 8812 Pico (Suite 203), Los 
Angeles CA 90035. y Charles Bukowski's Follies Ordinaires, 
adult comics (true comix noir) in French brilliantly drawn 
by Schultheiss, fm. Editions Glenat, BP177, 38008 Grenoble 
France (required for C.B. collectors). y  M. Kasper's All 
Cotton Briefs: Illustrated Short Prose, $3.95 bargain fm. 
The North American Review, Univ. of Northern Iowa, Cedar 
Falls IA 50614. y Lyn Lifshin's Kiss The Skin Off, $6.50 
fm. Beach & Co. Publ., 3510 Olympic St., Silver Spring MD 
20906 (1984 Jack Kerouac Award Book). y Gerald Locklin's 
The Case Of The Missing Blue Volkswagen, $6.95 fm. Apple- 
zaba Press, P.0. Box 4134, Long Beach CA 90804.
VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED I::::;::::::::::::::::;;;:;;:::::: 
Colleen J. McElroy's Looking For A Country Under Its Or
iginal Name ($8.75), Bill Ransom's Last Call ($4.25), all 
beautifully produced fm. Blue Begonia Press, 225 S. 15th. 
Ave., Yakima WA 98902. y  Mark Weber's Jumping The Con
clusions , unpriced fm. Zerx Press, 1559 Shelley Ave., Up
land CA 91786. y Lawrence P. Spingarn's Moral Tales (in
tro by Edouard Roditi), $4.75 fm. Perivale Press, 13830 
Erwin St., Van Nuys CA 91401. y Billy Childish's Poems
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From The Barrier Block, unpriced fm. Hangman Books, 3d 
Castle Hill, Rochester, Kent, England. I Gerald Locklin's 
October Is, unpriced fm Comet Halley Press, 376 W. Park 
Ave. (#22), El Cajon CA 92020. 5 Curt Johnson's Song For
Three Voices, $8.95 fm. Carpenter Press, Rt. 4, Pomeroy 
OH 45769. JT A Good Day To Die (anthology edit, by John 
Bennett, inc. Bukowski, Crews, Menebroker, Penfold, etc.) 
$4 fm. Vagabond, #1 Morris Way, Ellensburg WA 98926. JT 
Barbara Moraff's Contra La Violencia, $4 fm. White Pine 
Press, 73 Putnam St., Buffalo NY 14213 and her Learning 
To Move, $3 fm. Potes & Poets Press, 181 Edgemont Ave., 
Elmwood CT 06110. JT Todd Moore's Blood On The Moon, un
priced fm. Chawed Rawzin Press, 101 E. Magnolia, San An
tonio TX 78212. JT Toby Lurie's dialogue poems, The Last 
Rondo In Paris, $4.50 fm. Laughing Bear Press, P.0. Box 
36159 Bear Valley Station, Denver CO 80236. J To be con
tinued in WR:101. . . .
STATISTICS:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The edition of this issue has been limited to 700 number
ed copies, the first 70 being signed by William Marsh.
The copy now in your hand is number: 527
THE PATRONS OF WORMWOOD:
Allen Berlinski 
Anonymous: J.C.
Lloyd R. Gag
In Memoriam: Two-Ton Tony 
David D. Ginsburg 
R. C. Gross 
Anonymous: D.H.L. 
Anonymous: G.I.L.
In Memoriam: P.J.M. 
Anonymous: J.J.M.
Craig G. Myers

Terry Persun 
Donald R. Peterson 
Anonymous: S.A.R.

Galento David Rose
Michael L. Ross 
In Memoriam: Ruffian 
Dr. Marvin A. Sackner 
Samuel A. Smith 
Jeffrey H. Weinberg 
Anonymous: W.C.W.
Herb Wrede

WORMWOOD subscriptions are now $6/4 nos./year to all indi
viduals and $7/4 nos./year to all institutions. Patron's 
subscriptions (when available) are $20 for four issues with 
poet-signed center-sections/chapbooks. Free inspection 
copies are not available because of our very limited press 
run; however, copies may be purchased at $3 per including 
first-class postage. Back issues 16-23, 25-44, 46-52, 54- 
70, 72-84 and 86-98 are available at $3 per issue postpaid. 
Microfilm volumes of the magazine are available from Uni
versity Microfilms, 3101 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor Mich. 
48106. Our contents are indexed in the Index of American 
Periodical Verse, available from Scarecrow Press, P.0. Box 
656, Metuchen NJ 08840. While we guarantee production of 
four issues in a year's time, mailings are at no fixed time 
and a single mailing will consist of 2-4 issues.
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